Through this theme the children will explore
aspects of healthy eating and a healthy
lifestyle. They will learn skills in cooking and
nutrition.

As geographers we will look at different
countries that foods we import today come from
and the reasons why such foods need to be
imported. We will use globes and maps.

As design and technologists we will explore the
healthy eating plate and daily recommended
intake of different food types. We will look at
different pizza toppings and will design our
own ‘healthy’ versions.

As scientist we will investigate food groups
and how our body uses each one to maintain
health.

As artists we will look at the artist Giuseppe
Arcimboldo and discuss his art and techniques
that he used. We will then sketch fruit and
vegetables before printing them making
designs using paint. Following this, we will
create a piece of art in groups inspired
by Giuseppe Arcimboldo.
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As authors we will be learning about the
structure of instructions, how to follow
instructions and then write some together as a
class. The children will then plan and create
their own set of instructions remembering to
include a list and imperative verbs before
editing again. Following the instructions, we
will share another narrative creating a range of
sentences using ambitious vocabulary and a
range of punctuation. By this point, we will
expect the children to be quite confident in their
writing and writing at some length using
their own ideas.

As mathematicians we will use our knowledge
of 2D and 3D shapes and learn about lines of
symmetry and symmetrical patterns.
We will develop our understanding of fractions
to include ½ ¼ 1/3 and equivalent fractions.
We will also develop our skills in measuring
length and height using standard units and
comparing it.

As musicians we will listen to lots of reggae
music and discuss instruments we can hear,
some of the lyrics and the artists. We will learn
a song over a few weeks, singing in time to
music and using a range of instruments to
tap out the rhythm.

In computing we will use purple mash to explore
different ways to present data using
pictograms.

As historians we will investigate travellers/
explorers who brought different food types to us
such as Columbus, Raleigh and Drake.
We will look at how transport links have
developed to allow for different food types to be
imported.

As theologians we will be considering the theme
of Easter as part of our learning about
Christianity and how important is it to
Christians that Jesus came back to life after His
crucifixion. We will learn about the Easter
story and understand what Jesus’ resurrection
means for Christians. We will consider the
different symbols of Easter and their meaning
and will share stories of resurrection
appearances in Bible.

In P.E we will look at agility and what it
means to be agile in sports. This will include
circuits to keep fit and develop speed and
coordination.

As citizens of the world we will look into the
argument for Fairtrade products and what this
involves. We will write a fact file including
information we have learnt from this topic.

